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Abstract: Smart meters for measuring electricity consumption are fast becoming prevalent in
households. The meters measure consumption on a very fine scale, usually on a 15 min basis, and
the data give unprecedented granularity of consumption patterns at household level. A multitude
of papers have emerged utilizing smart meter data for deepening our knowledge of consumption
patterns. This paper applies a modification of Okoli’s method for conducting structured literature
reviews to generate an overview of research in electricity customer classification using smart meter
data. The process assessed 2099 papers before identifying 34 significant papers, and highlights three
key points: prominent methods, datasets and application. Three important findings are outlined. First,
only a few papers contemplate future applications of the classification, rendering papers relevant only
in a classification setting. Second; the encountered classification methods do not consider correlation
or time series analysis when classifying. The identified papers fail to thoroughly analyze the statistical
properties of the data, investigations that could potentially improve classification performance. Third,
the description of the data utilized is of varying quality, with only 50% acknowledging missing values
impact on the final sample size. A data description score for assessing the quality in data description
has been developed and applied to all papers reviewed.
Keywords: smart meter; data analysis; classification; review; electricity consumption classification;
consumption classification
1. Introduction
Recent developments in digital intelligent smart meters have made it possible to monitor energy
consumption in details never before seen. The intelligent meters are part of a digitized society, which
has been introduced over the last two decades, wherein home appliances, home automation and the
smart meters make it possible to monitor energy consumption down to the second. Historically we
have measured energy consumption at the household level with analog meters installed at every
consumer, and biannually the consumer has reported the meter reading to the utility company for
billing purposes. Conversely, intelligent meters are directly connected to the utility company and are
able to measure consumption autonomously down to seconds, made possible by the technological
development and also pushed by legislation. The intelligent meters enable fast and accurate billing,
and also offer a unique and unprecedented opportunity to log and analyze electricity consumption at
the consumer level.
Across the European Union member states have initiated installation of the intelligent meters.
The European Commission sees the installation of smart meters as a way to improve the overall
efficiency of the energy system, and the target is to reach 80% roll out by 2020 in the EU, with an
expected reduction in CO2 emissions by 9% [1]. Denmark has passed legislation that requires all
electricity consumers in Denmark, more than 3 million households and industries, to have intelligent
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meters installed by the end of 2020. The meters must record consumption at a frequency of no less
than 15 min; a level of monitoring that yields at least 35,040 measurements per meter per year.
The high frequency electricity consumption data contain detailed information about consumption
patterns, and this has initiated discussions among energy system stakeholders about utilizing
the data for purposes other than billing. It has sprawled diverse research projects; such as
research on data security and anonymization, non-intrusive load monitoring, load forecasting and
consumer classification.
With this in mind, the purpose of this paper is twofold. First; to apply a modified version
of Okoli’s structured literature review process for conducting an extensive and structured review
of smart meter consumption classification, and second; to evaluate the current state of the art in
electricity consumption classification using smart meter data and how these findings have been utilized.
The review specifically identifies datasets, applied classification methods, results and potential gaps in
the research into consumption classification using smart meter data. Papers assessed in this review
apply smart meter data in the context of classifying electricity consumption.
Relevant papers have been identified using Thomson-Reuters Web-of-Science search engine,
which was selected because of fast search options across multiple scientific journals with multiple
search phrases. Thirty phrases were applied in the search and reported in this article. Although
this review will not constitute an exhaustive list of search phrases or relevant papers the structured
approach encompasses and identifies the most important contributions to the field of electricity
customer classification using smart meter data.
This paper will adhere to Fink’s [2] definition of systematic literature review: “Such a review
must be systematic in following a methodological approach, explicit in explaining the procedures
by which it was conducted, comprehensive in its scope of including all relevant material, and hence
reproducible by others who would follow the same approach in reviewing the topic” [3]. Even though
Web-of-Science indexes many of the leading journals, there will always be papers that are not included
in the database or simply do not comply with the selected search phrases. Despite this the approach
will present a strong structure and a strict methodology, and encompass the key features and work in
this research field, while maintaining reproducibility.
This review will identify the state of the art for electricity customer classification using smart meter
data. It will identify methods and datasets, but it is outside this paper’s scope to describe the methods
identified. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the systematic review processes as
suggested by Okoli [3], including a practical case on smart meter data in Section 3; Section 4 synthesizes
the findings from the structured review process; and Section 5 discusses the findings and the future
perspective of the research.
2. Systematic Literature Review Methodology—An Empirical Study
Okoli [3] stresses the importance and difference of systematic reviews versus conventional
literature reviews: “rather than providing a base for the researcher’s own endeavours it creates
a solid starting point for all other members of the academic community interested in a particular
topic” [3], and that they are “studies that can stand on their own, in themselves a complete research
pursuit” [3], with the “distinguishing feature of a stand-alone review is its scope and rigour” [3].
The point is that the systematic literature review has to be completed with a rigor and systematism that
enable others to reproduce the work using the exact same approach. He emphasizes the importance of
this type of review, as it represents a base for the community to summarize the bulk of knowledge on
the topic. Okoli presents an eight-step guide to conduct systematic literature reviews in information
sciences. This paper slightly modifies the original methodology by combining data extraction and
synthesis into one category that better fits quantitative studies where the extraction and synthesis
of knowledge are closer linked, compared to qualitative studies. The seven steps of the process are
outlined below:
Modified Okoli process for systematic literature review:
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1: Purpose of the literature review. Clearly state the purpose of the review. What is the scope and
contribution of the work presented?
2: Protocol and training. Ensure consistency, alignment, and reproducibility by formally defining
rules and evaluation criteria.
3: Searching for literature. Explicitly describe the search for literature search, the “what
and where.”
4: Practical screen. Crude inclusion and exclusion of articles not based on quality appraisal but on
“applicability to the research question.” The reviewer normally only reads the title and abstract
at this stage. “The practical screen is to screen articles for inclusion. If the reviewer thinks that
an article matches the superficial qualities of the practical screen it should be included” [3]; if in
doubt the article should be included.
5: Quality appraisal. Screen for exclusion, and explicitly define the criteria for judging articles. All
articles need to be read and scored for their quality, depending on the research methodologies
employed by the articles [3].
6: Data extraction and synthesis of studies. Systematically extract the applicable information of
the identified articles and combine the facts.
7: Writing the review.
In the following sections the method will be applied in an empirical study of “electricity
consumption classification using smart meter data.” Section 2 of this paper encompasses step 1 and 2,
stating the purpose and protocol. Section 3 describes steps 3–5: searching for literature, screening and
quality appraisal of the selected papers. Section 4 will address the data extraction and synthesis from
step 6, followed by Section 5, where results are discussed.
2.1. Purpose of the Literature Review
The purpose of this paper is to create a systematic literature review of electricity consumption
classification using smart meter data. The review will apply a modification of the described systematic
literature review process as the basis for a structured and reproducible review, identifying important
contributions to electricity consumption classification research. The review will identify significant
datasets and methods for classification, point out common denominators and highlight research gaps.
The result is an extensive overview of what has been done in the field of smart meter consumption
classification and what the authors see as the next step in applying smart meter data.
This review only includes peer-reviewed papers employing electricity consumption data for
classification. Research into identification of specific appliances such as Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
(NILM), data collection systems and protocols, smart meter control and development, data privacy
and tariff development are beyond the scope of this paper. Only papers published in English are
included in this review to maintain reproducibility, fully acknowledging the quality of non-English
research literature. The use of the English language is extensive in science and will encompass the
current state of the art in smart meter classification.
2.2. Protocol and Training
Regardless of the number of reviewers working on a review it is advisable to develop a formal
protocol with evaluation criteria for inclusion, exclusion and quality appraisal to ensure consistency
across the reviewers and papers. For this paper a protocol was developed for evaluating and
extracting data.
3. Article Selection
The following section will describe how the relevant literature was selected and screened.
Section 3.1 describes the search for literature; Section 3.2 describes the initial crude inclusion and
exclusion on title and split on paper topic. This is extended in Section 3.3 through screen of abstract,
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while Section 3.4 describes the final selection of papers for this review and the quality appraisal.
The entire section is equivalent to steps 3–5 in the modified Okoli process.
3.1. Searching for Literature
There are several ways to search for literature. Popular and feasible strategies are to visit
multipurpose search-engines like Google, Bing etc. or visit the academic publishers’ online resources
and identify journals of interest, but as many journals are cross disciplinary it is not a simple task to
identify relevant journals. This review uses the Thomson-Reuters search engine Web-of-Science (WoS),
which is a comprehensive search engine for academic literature from books, conferences, symposiums
and journal papers. It enables the user to search in topic, title, abstract, author etc. across more than
12,000 scientific journals [4].
The WoS engine was set up to search in title or topic. Thirty search phrases with relevance to smart
meter data analytics were employed to identify relevant literature. Twenty-six phrases start with the
words “smart meter” plus an amendment, such as “classification” resulting in the search phrase “smart
meter classification”. Additionally, “electricity customer classification”, “electricity customer segmentation”,
“residential electricity classification” and “residential electricity segmentation” could potentially be relevant
and include smart meter data. These four search phrases were also integrated into this review
even though they do not contain the “smart meter” prefix, so there were 30 search phrases in total.
The complete list of search phrases employed is listed in the Appendix A.
3.2. Screening I: Title
Via WoS the 30 phrases resulted in 3922 papers, of which 2099, or approximately 53.5%, were
unique. The title of each paper was read and marked for potential relevance for this study; if in doubt
the paper was included. The metadata were compiled into an Excel sheet with their relevance marked
along with the date of extraction. Due to the manual workload, the extraction took place over seven
days, from 5–12 July 2016. Metadata for all papers included and excluded were kept on record.
As previously mentioned papers were excluded for a wide variety of reasons. Every paper
remotely relevant to research on electricity consumption classification using smart meter data is
included for further screening. After the initial search and screening of the 2099 unique articles, 552
were deemed related and relevant.
3.3. Screening II: Abstract and Removal of Non-Peer-Reviewed Papers
The second screening evaluates the abstract to give a clearer understanding and deeper assessment
of the focus of each paper and establish relationships to smart meter data analytics. Each paper was on
the basis of the abstract labeled according to its topic, resulting in 10 different topics shown in Figure 1.
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The label Borderline (176) papers are potentially relevant for this review; it is not possible from
the abstract to conclude if the papers utilize smart meter data or not. Consumption Classification (135)
through application of smart meter data. Economic (3) papers are concerned with grid level business
models. Meter Control (58) is research regarding smart meter development, control systems and
data management. Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring or NILM (42) studies how to identify individual
appliances and other electric components operated in households through application of smart meter
data. Not Relevant (19) papers are concerned with health meters, transmission protocols and standards
and do not necessarily utilize smart meter consumption data. Policy (9) papers address issues about
tariff policy and qualitative behavioral studies. Privacy (20) papers are focused data security and
privacy. Smart Grid Analytics (49) are related to the entire distribution and transmission infrastructure.
Water (41) applies smart meter readings to water consumption. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
distinct categories and the number of peer-reviewed material in each.
Only papers from the research topics Consumption Classification and Borderline were included
in this review. Abstracts from Consumption classification indicate that smart meter data are utilized
for classification while borderline can contain papers that apply smart meter data for classification.
The papers selected need to be read for quality appraisal to conclude if they are relevant for the review.
For quality assurance only papers listed as peer-reviewed journal papers were included in the bulk
of relevant papers. Though the exclusion of conference, symposiums and seminar papers may have
deprived this review from including the most up to date ideas and concepts, the task of validating
non-peer-reviewed articles was not feasible for this study.
3.4. Quality Appraisal
By only including peer-reviewed papers the number of papers was reduced to 58 ‘Consumption
Classification’ papers and 78 ‘Borderline’ papers, adding up to 136. Borderline was revisited by screening
all papers for dataset description, resulting in 13 papers applying smart meter data. The 13 papers
from Borderline were potentially relevant resulting in a total of 71 papers.
71 papers were read, with special focus on data description, methodology and purpose. Of the
71 papers, 34 focus on clustering consumption; these 34 papers are included in the synthesis of studies.
Appendix B includes a qualitative summary table of data extracted from the papers, and Appendix C
includes a list of the 34 papers analyzed. A waterfall statistic depicting the screening impact on the
final number of papers included in the review can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Waterfall statistics showing how many articles were excluded in each step of the
screening process.
Waterfall Statistics Bulk Reduced
Initial 3922 -
Unique 2099 1823
Screening I: Title 552 1271
Screening II: Abstract 311 241
Removal of non-peer-reviewed 136 175
Screening III: Borderline revisited 71 65
Screening IV: Reading of articles 34 37
Final number of papers synthesized 34 -
4. Data Extraction and Synthesis of Studies
The focus of the 34 selected papers is classification. Many different classification techniques
have been tested on smart meter data. Dimensionality reduction has also been applied in order to
make large data sets computationally feasible or ease visual inspection. Cluster indices have been
applied to evaluate the stability of the resulting clusters. Generally, a large effort has been put into
thorough description of methods for classifying consumption and validating the results using smart
meter data. Surprisingly the description of the applied data does not adhere the same standard.
The following chapter will describe the extracted information of the 34 articles and is divided into
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4 sections. Section 4.1 discusses data description and introduces a 13-step data quality score. Section 4.2
is concerned with data classification techniques, while Section 4.3 focuses on dimensionality reduction
and feature extraction. Section 4.4 describes the applied validation techniques for ensuring consistency
in the clustering. This section complies with step 6 in the modified Okoli process.
Table 2 summarizes descriptive empirical information regarding the origin of data, how long
the data have been recorded, at what frequency, the number of meters available and some of the
classification methods applied.
4.1. Data Description and Empirical Findings
An important part when working with data analytics is knowledge about the data. This
knowledge must be conveyed such that the reader gets an understanding of the data and how it
can be utilized for analysis. For smart meter data, such information is sample size, supplier and
customer type; residential or industrial. The 34 selected papers in this review demonstrate varying
attention to these details when describing the data used in their research, some papers invest great
effort while others apply much less care describing the data.
In order to quantify the quality of data description in each paper, the authors have created a data
quality score, which is comprised of 13 measurable attributes. An attribute identified in the paper adds
to the score, for a maximum of 13, the attributes are uniformly weighted.
The 13 attributes create a baseline of insight into the data used in the paper. The very thorough
qualitative description of data seen in [5,6] elevates the level of description from the baseline but it is
not honored in this score. The score is intended as a checklist for essential information when describing
electricity smart meter data, and there are 5 categories comprising the score: Geographical information,
Data information, Time information, Type information, References.
Geographical information (3 points): The country where the data was collected is relevant
to assess possible (de)similarities in consumers and energy systems. Region is relevant for the
understanding of the consumers, is the region. Is the region scarcely populated, having fluctuating
climate or other identifying features? Supplier indicates who supplied the data for the study, and
describes how representative it is of the population.
Data information (4 points): the initial size of the dataset is very relevant to reader and the
generalizability of the results. Any real-life data set needs preprocessing before it is applicable for
analysis, was certain consumers removed from the data, or were there other exclusion criteria? There
should be a clear description of the reduction this preprocessing had on the sample size. After
preprocessing is there listed an unambiguous final sample size? The data is generated from meters
which are prone to random errors or missing values in the recordings. Have the authors acknowledged
data imperfections and included a description of how missing or erroneous recordings were resolved.
Time information (4 points): The recording interval has a significant impact on the analytical
challenges the data can help explain therefore the recording frequency must be stated including
commence and end of the recordings. The length of uninterrupted recordings gives an indication of
generalizability and the possibility of doing classification on daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly data.
Type information (1 point): The type of consumers, residential, industrial or both, the data set
includes. These clients can exhibit vastly different consumption patterns.
Referencing other data sets (1 point): A Paper can reference data description in other papers
of the same data. This attribute has been included to enable articles without data description to get
acknowledgement through other papers describing the exact same data set. This is also relevant if the
authors have described data in a previous paper. If the attribute information exists in the referenced
papers these are counted in the score.
The developed data description score has been applied to all 34 papers in this review.
For illustration purposes Table 3 shows the scoring of two papers. Both score 12 but they don’t
include the same information; paper [7] has no data referral while paper [8] has no mentioning of the
supplier of the data.
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Table 2. Data and method overview table showing the quantity of different datasets encountered in each country and the main attributes from the data description
score, Country, Type, length, frequency, final sample size, and the most prevalent classification encountered in this review. Denmark has no method listed as the
classification used is a combination of regression and survey data.
# of Different
Datasets Country Type Length Recording Frequency Final Size (m) K-Mean Hierarchical
Follow the
Leader
Mixture
Models
Fourier
Transform
1 Brazil Mix 1 month 15 min 2000 x - - - -
2 Canada Mix 12 months 60 min 62,923 - - - x
1 Denmark Mix 36 months 60 min 4500 - - - - -
1 Finland Mix 12 months 60 min 3989 x x - - -
1 France Residential UNKNOWN 10 min 100 x - - - -
1 Germany Residential UNKNOWN 15 min 215 x - - - -
1 Greece Industrial 10 months 15 min 292 x x - - -
1 Ireland Residential >24 months 30 min 3941, 3440, 3622, 3487 x - x x -
1 Japan Residential 18 months 1 min 1072 x x - - -
3 Korea Mix 27 months 15 min, 60 min 1735, 1205, 135 x x - - -
2 Portugal Residential 48 months 15 min 265, 1022 x x - - -
1 Romania Industrial 1 day 15 min 234 x x x - -
2 Spain Mix 24 months 60 min 711, 230 x - - - x
2 UK Residential 18 months 30 min 5000 x - - - -
1 UK, Bulgarian Residential 12 months 7 s 197 x x - x -
5 USA Mix >8 months 1 min, 10 min, 60 min 952, 123,150, 952, 103, 2000 x x - - -
Table 3. Example of the Data Description Score result on 2 articles, paper 7 has no referral and scores 12, while paper 8 has referral but no Provider information and
equally scores 12.
Reference Article # [7] [8]
Country x x
Region x x
Supplier x -
Initial Size x x
Clear Reduction x x
Missing Values x x
Final Size x x
Recording Frequency x x
Start x x
End x x
Length x x
Type x x
Referral - x
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Table 4 shows the penetration of different attributes in the papers, and no attribute is
accommodated by all. The most prevalent are identifiable in 33 (97%) papers. There is a consensus
among more than 30 (>90%) papers that country, initial size, clear description of reduction, final size,
recording frequency and consumer type is relevant information to state in a paper when describing
the data 30 papers (88%) found that the length of recording is essential information to state when
describing the data, while 27 papers (79%) include information about the region and supplier of the
data. Only 23 respectively 22 found it important to include information about commencing and end
time for the recording.
Table 4. Data Description Score comprising of 5 main categories with a total of 13 different attributes.
Prevalence describes the number occurrences of the attribute in the 34 papers. Percent shows the
prevalence percent of the 34 papers.
Category Attribute Prevalence Prevalence%
Geographical
information
Country 33 97%
Region 27 79%
Origin 27 79%
Data Information
Initial Size 33 97%
Clear Reduction 32 94%
Missing Values 17 50%
Final Size 31 91%
Time Information
Recording Frequency 33 97%
Start 23 68%
End 22 65%
Length 30 88%
Type Information Type 32 94%
Referencing Data Referral 13 38%
It is surprising that missing values is only mentioned in 50% of the papers. Missing data is
prevalent in any real-life datasets, and how they are resolved is important to describe to account for
any bias. The description can be very brief, and paper [9] shows how a short yet detailed description of
data preprocessing, with encountered issues and main strategies for alleviating them, can be integrated
into a paper.
Table 5 shows the distribution of scores by the 34 papers. It is seen that 3 papers have a mentioning
of all 13 attributes, while 23 papers include 10–12 attributes, resulting in 26 papers scoring 10 or more.
Table 5. Distribution of papers for different scores.
Score Quantity
7 4
8 1
9 3
10 8
11 8
12 7
13 3
Grand Total 34
4.2. Classification
With more than 10 different classification methods applied in 34 papers, the most prevalent
methods observed was K-means clustering. K-means and related methods like K-medoid and
Fuzzy K-means are used in 22 (65%) articles, often for performance comparison to more advanced
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techniques [10–12]. The popularity of K-means clustering can be attributed to its simplicity and
generally satisfactory performance. K-means is also implemented in many software solutions, both
proprietary and open source, making it an easy choice for fast clustering. The greedy design approach
of the K-means algorithm can create suboptimum solutions by unfortunate initial starting conditions
and converge in local optima; a problem that can be alleviated by rerunning the algorithm several
times [13,14].
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used in 10 (29%) of the papers. Hierarchical clustering
offers intuitive graphical display and interpretation of the class evolution for different thresholds in
one figure. This method requires considerations about distance measures given by the link function.
Popular link functions are the Euclidian, Wald and average linking.
More advanced models like Follow-the-leader and Mixture models are observed respectively in
5 (15%) and 3 (9%) papers for instance in [15,16]. The clustering is frequently applied directly on the
raw data without investigating inherent features in data that could aid in classification, features like
autocorrelation, seasonality, variance and average. Many features can automatically be extracted from
data, dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal components or self-organizing maps can
help identify hidden features.
Smart meter data can be regarded as signals; as such it could be advantageous to apply techniques
that leverage time series information like periodicity or autocorrelation. In [12] Fast Fourier transform
(FFT), a frequency domain analysis technique for signals, is applied, but several other techniques exist
for analyzing time series. Wavelet transform, a signal processing method, is good for feature extraction
and dimensionality reduction, and could be an interesting addition to the analysis of smart meter data
but was not encountered in any of the papers.
The most frequent approach to customer classification encountered is unsupervised learning.
In [17] artificial neural networks are applied for supervised learning by mapping data to clusters
in an input to response (y = a·x) manner, but this cannot be done without prior knowledge of the
clusters. To identify the clusters K-means is applied for unsupervised clustering before creating a
neural network. Regression techniques like Hidden Markov models [18], linear regression [7] or
logit [19], [20] are utilized for supervised classification of consumption, but are all using unsupervised
clustering or survey data for initial starting conditions. Table 6 show a summary of the most frequently
encountered methods with their most notable properties, while Table 7 gives an overview of different
link functions applied in for instance Hierarchical clustering.
Table 6. Overview of the most prevalent classification methods encountered in the 34 papers.
Method Advantages Caveats
K-means Fast, well documented. Risk of Local optimum. Difficult to find optimum clusternumber and interpret clusters.
Hierarchical Visual interpretation, fast. Careful selection of link function is required.
Follow-the-leader No initial number of clusters to fit. Needed Distance threshold is chosen by trial-and-error
Mixture Models Advanced modelling of systems. Complex setup compared to K-means
Neural Network Supervised, taking into accountprior knowledge. Risk of overfitting, needs prior knowledge
Table 7. Overview of the most prevalent distance measure encountered in the 34 papers, and
their behavior.
Link Function Distance between Clusters Cluster Behavior
Single (Euclidian) Closest Long non-convex cluster shapes
Average Average -
Complete Largest Convex clusters, sensitive to outliers
Centroid Cluster center Robust vs outliers
Ward smallest variance Equally sized clusters
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4.3. Dimensionality Reduction and Feature Extraction
Unsupervised classification techniques like K-means do not consider the inherent information
stored in time series. There is no connection to autocorrelation or other features in the data.
The algorithm regards every time-step as a feature or a dimension with no correlation to neighboring
readings. Not necessarily a problem but with long recording windows—weeks or months—and few
meters the curse of dimensionality could impact the applicability of the results. The curse revolves
around increase in the required amount of data when increasing the number of dimensions; this is an
exponential growth pattern and can render the data insufficient for the analysis.
Real life data—regardless of dimensions—often have some natural clustering or dependencies
which can be highlighted and exploited by dimensionality reduction [21]. A popular algorithm for
reducing dimensions in smart meter data sets is Self-Organizing Maps (SOM). SOM projects data
into lower dimensions and can be useful for visualization, “SOM is an algorithm characterized by
robustness and computational efficiency” [22]. While [23] notes that SOM is useful for handling noisy
data and outliers due to the dimensionality reduction, which in turn results in better performance from
K-means and other clusters algorithms compared to direct application of the algorithms on raw data.
SOM also delivers unsupervised classification which “can be viewed as a constrained version
of K-means clustering in which the prototypes are encouraged to lie in a one or two dimensional
manifold of the feature space” [24]. The two-dimensional manifold gives SOM desirable properties for
visual inspection of the data.
From the papers, it is inconclusive whether to apply dimensionality reduction on a smart meter
data set; “In general, the counterpart of the benefits of data size reduction is lower classification
effectiveness, in terms of higher clustering validity indicators. On the basis of the results, the validity
of the data size reduction methods can be generally indicated as acceptable” [10], rendering the
application of dimensionality reduction at the discretion of the researchers on case by case basis. It is a
trade-off between classification effectiveness and validity of clusters.
4.4. Cluster Validity Check
Estimating the optimum number of clusters is not a trivial task. Without prior knowledge of the
underlying clusters there is no unambiguous way to identify the true underlying clusters. In an effort
to quantify the uncertainty of the clusters [10], applies 4 different indices for cluster evaluation, of
which the Davies-Bouldin (DBI), Mean Index Adequacy (MIA) and the cluster-dispersion index (CDI)
are frequently applied in other papers for cluster selection.
Where regression is a minimization problem, minimizing sums of squares minimizing variance
in clusters would yield the same number of clusters as meters which is not desirable. A wide array
of indices for validation of cluster stability has been developed to aid the cluster selection process.
There is no shortage of validity indices; the 34 papers in this review employ 18 different indices [25],
notes: “Although these indexes [DBI, CDI, MIA] are widely accepted in clustering, they are not
proficient in specific applications such as electricity load profile clustering. They do not consider
domain knowledge and only focus on the internal structure of nodes. For these reasons, we focus on
an external validity index such as entropy, which compares the clustering answer with pre-assigned,
ground-truth clusters”. There still does not exist a single adequate index for validation of clusters,
as with model diagnostics in regression the combination of indices help give an overview of the
performance. Table 8 lists the most prevalent indices in this review and lists their properties.
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Table 8. Popular cluster validation indices and how to interpret them.
Index Mathematics Interpretation
DBI
(Davies-Bouldin
Indictor)
1
K
K
∑
i=1
max
j 6=i
diam(Ci)+diam(Cj)
d(Ci ,Cj)
diam(Ck) is the average diameter of a cluster. And
d
(
Ci, Cj
)
is the distance between centroids. K is the
number of clusters. DBI relates the mean distance of each
class with the distance to the closest class [26]. Smaller
values of DBI implies that K-means clustering algorithm
separates the data set properly [23]
CDI (Cluster
Dispersion
Indicator)
1
d(C)
√
1
K
K
∑
k=1
d2(Ck)
CDI prefers Long inter-cluster distance and short
intra-cluster distance [25]. Small values indicate good
clustering. d2(Ck) is the squared average distance within
cluster k. High. While d(C) is max cluster distance in data.
Dunn
mind(Ci ,Cj)
maxdiam(Cm)
where
d
(
Ci, Cj
)
= min
x∈Ci ,y∈Cj
||x− y||
and
diam(Ck) = min
x,y∈Ck
||x− y||
The ratio between “minimum distance between clusters”
and “maximum distance within clusters”. When minimum
dissimilarity between clusters get large and max cluster
diameter gets small the Dunn value gets large and
indicates good separation. Ci is cluster i, d is distance and
m is total number of clusters.
Silhouette
c′(x)−c(x)
max {c(x),c′(x)}
c′(x) = min
y∈C′
d(x, y)
c(x) is the average distance between vector x and all other
vectors of the cluster c to which x belongs. c’(x) is the
minimum distance between vector x and all other vectors
in cluster ∀ C′ 6= C [23].
SI is between [–1, 1] higher is better. Negative is
miss-clustering.
Entropy −
c
∑
i=1
p
(
i
t
)
·log2 p
(
i
t
) p
(
i
t
)
denotes the proportion of correct classified vector i
in cluster t. Entropy is a supervised index as the true
classes needs to be known. Entropy is used as a measure of
misclassification in each cluster. Entropy is small when the
clustering result is similar to the expected result [25]. c is
total clusters.
MIA
√
1
K
K
∑
k=1
d2(Ck)
Average distance within class to class centroid,
summarized across all classes. k is number of clusters;
d2(Ck) is the squared average distance within cluster k.
High MIA indicates large distances within the classes. e.g.,
large dispersion.
5. Findings and Discussion
The proposed method for conducting a structured literature review applied in this paper has
supplied a structure and simple step-by-step guidelines for ensuring consistency, objective evaluation
and selection of papers. For a detailed summary of the qualitative findings from the 34 analyzed
papers, see Appendix B.
In unsupervised segmentation, no prior information exists about the true underlying classes.
There is no unambiguous minimization problem that can identify the true clusters. To alleviate
the difficulties in selecting the number of clusters the literature has developed a wide variety of
cluster performance estimators. The performance estimates help researchers determine the optimum
number of clusters. Performance estimators evaluate different information [25], as with unsupervised
classification, the performance estimates should be perceived as a tool to validate and not prove the
correctness of the clusters.
The evaluated papers roughly follow the modelling structure outlined in Figure 2. Blue indicate
the elements all papers undergo; Describing the data from meters and applicable external data. Method
selection, dim reduction and classification algorithms. Clustering of the meter data and validation of
the clusters to select optimum classification [10].
Successful classification leads to interest in cluster composition. This is often done with the aid of
external data such as [6,27] combine smart meter data with survey data to attain deeper knowledge of
the identifying features of the individual clusters.
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Figure 2. Depiction of standard modelling structure. (Blue) Indicates the elements all papers go
through (data, method selection, clustering and validation); (Red) Some papers charachterize the
identified clusters, usually applying external data; (Green) Applying the identified clusters to classifify
new consumption series to evaluate the applicability of the clusters.
Another application of the clusters i applying the clusters to new data in rder o est the
classification abilities of the clusters identified (gre n) on unknown data. Clustering on new data
requir s validation of he resulting classification a process imilar to validating the initial clulsters.
Few papers charachterize the entire process of clustering, characterization and classification of
new data [20], for a more complete overview of consumption behavior. While papers focusing only on
clustering and validation (blue) result in more detailed comparissons of cluster methods.
Some papers are focused on evaluating unsupervised classification and cluster validation
techniques [10,13,16], while others are looking at the implications of the clusters on our understanding
of consumption.
Few papers also characterize the clusters identified (red). A Portuguese study with 265 meters
enriched with survey data showed that it is possible to segment into distinct clusters and make
meaningful socio-demographic deductions about the different clusters [6]. Through the clusters the
study recognized 3 types of consumption: “fuel poverty” as households not keeping their home
adequately warm, “Standard comfort” households and “fat energy” households which could be more
rational in their consumption pattern. A similar study in Japan shows the ability to identify different
consumption patterns and quantify the excess energy used for different life styles only by analyzing
smart meter data, and discuss how these results can be used to influence the residential consumption
by targeted and personalized information [12]. The Japanese study shows how differences in
daily routines influence the consumption, while the Portuguese study identifies distinct levels of
consumption within the same daily routines.
The high frequency time series created by smart meters, give invaluable insights into electricity
consumption. For instance, the meters make it possible to investigate how well the UK Elexon profiles
fit modern data segmentation techniques. The Elexon profiles divide all electricity customers in the
UK into seven distinct clusters, two for residential and 5 for industry. “The usefulness of these Elexon
“profiles” for domestic customers is unsatisfactory. It has been reported that the use of the profiles
has made about 9 × 1012 W·h electricity losses yearly in the UK” [14]. Smart meter analytics will
become increasingly important in the development of the electricity grid through consumption insights.
Consumption profiles can aid in the construction of dynamic tariffs for more fair pricing [28] and
smarter utilization of the existing grid by creating economic incentives for consumption flexibility.
Survey and socio-economic data can further improve the understanding of consumers and optimize
the electricity grid. It’s a good business case reducing costs while simultaneously reducing the carbon
footprint from electricity production.
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Some papers identify yearly seasonality, and are also able to identify distinct time periods during
the week or day [29]. The inclusion of weather information is rare and when included it is for
improving the model with temperature compensation [18,22]. Weather compensation is generally
applied when the meter readings are collected in different regions or with high seasonal variations
with varying consumption across the year.
Smart meter data evolves over time and can to some extend be expected to contain autocorrelation.
Few of the papers apply time series techniques to leverage this. K-means evaluates time steps
independently, and does not account for any correlation structure between the time steps. It is a fast
and capable method which is implemented in all major statistical packages and simple to implement.
It has drawbacks, such as getting trapped in local optima and not leveraging the correlation in the
data. To account for autocorrelation or multicollinearity in the data, methods for dimensionality
reduction are applied. Principal Component Analysis or Self-Organizing Maps removes correlation
structures and maps the data to a reduced feature space, but it comes at a cost of interpretability of the
final results. Paper [12] applies time series techniques through Fourier transformation of the meter
data which results in a frequency spectrum for each meter, then applying K-means on the largest
peak in the spectrum. Fast Fourier Transform stems from signal analysis; it converts data from time
domain to frequency domain and lists the observed frequencies, which then can be considered as
features. In the Fourier transform one would have to decide between time or frequency domain as
there is no interpretable link between them. You would know the frequencies but not when they
occur. Interestingly no paper looked at classical time series with ARIMA models and how to classify
them. Finally, it would have been interesting to see Wavelets applied as they combine time and
frequency information in contrast to Fourier transform. Furthermore, Wavelets are capable of reducing
dimensionality and extracting features, which can be used as input in K-means classification.
The analysis of papers included in this review show that they vary greatly in the effort put into
describing the data applied in their research. Most include information regarding country, supplier
and recording frequency, prevalent in 33 out of 34 papers. Surprisingly only 50% of the papers report
any information on encountering and handling missing values. The meters producing the time series
can be subject to random issues with transmitting data, resulting in missing meter readings that need
to be rectified. Some missing values can be imputed while others are more severe and need the entire
meter series to be discarded from the study. If values were imputed, a clear description of the processes
is needed to evaluate the implications. Discarding has an immediate effect on the final sample size.
Both processes have implications on the data and the resulting analysis and deductions, and lack of
description impacts reproducibility of the study. It is expected that any data set will contain imperfect
data, and it is surprising that so many papers neglect to describe or acknowledge this phenomenon.
Section 4.1 identifies papers with short and concise description of missing values and remedies which
fit into scientific papers.
Over the past decades new household products that run on electricity have been introduced,
elevating the individual average consumption of the population. Even though these new appliances
improve in efficiency due to technological advances and the electricity consumption in the
industrialized world is stabilizing. This stability can be offset by introduction of new technology like
computers, or electrification of the transportation sector. Another important component relating to
energy consumption is age compositions. In the 34 paper analyzed in this review there is no focus
on consumer transition between classes. Classes are regarded as static, derived from data without
considering the human behavior they depict can change over time. Suburban areas progress from
families with toddlers to teens to elderly until the process repeats every 20–30 year with changing
consumption patterns, and this time dependency and the implications of it needs to be investigated.
Is it reasonable to assume the clusters identified today are valid in a different setting? Transitions
between classes are relevant when planning for future power supply and the insights from smart
meter analytics can help identify changes in consumption and transitions, which are valuable for the
continued maintenance of the segmentation.
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It is not only in households smart meters can have an effect. When electricity replaces fossil fuels
in the transportation sector, the demand for electricity will increase substantially as will the variance
in the demand. More demand can result in higher peak power through the existing cables, which are
designed to cope with a smaller maximum load than the future potentially could demand. It is an
expensive and possibly infeasible solution to upgrade the cables to comply with 3–4 times higher peak
demand, which electrification of the transportation sector could require. This brings focus to smarter
use of the existing grid and the importance of understanding consumption behavior. Peak shaving by
moving consumption periods could help alleviate problems with increased demand. This is where
smart meters could supply insight and help make the grid and tariffs even smarter.
Denmark projects to reach 84% renewable electricity in 2020 [30], Sweden has aimed high at
becoming the first zero-emission welfare country [31]. Zero environmental impact electricity could
potentially change consumption patterns to more and different consumption. Will Europeans continue
to be energy conscious when there is an abundance of renewable electricity in the grid with no
carbon footprint?
6. Conclusions
The proposed method for structured literature review outlined in [3] and demonstrated in this
paper has supplied a structure and simple step-by-step guidelines for ensuring consistency, securing
objective evaluation and selection of papers. The review applied 30 search phrases with relevance
to smart meters, initially encompassing 2099 unique written pieces. Which after extensive screening
of title and abstract and the inclusion of peer-reviewed papers, was reduced to 71 papers containing
potential studies regarding electricity consumption classification using smart meter data. These
71 papers were thoroughly screened for purpose, data, method and results until a final list of 34 relevant
papers concerning electricity consumption classification using smart meter data.
The 34 papers evaluated in this review have shown that electricity consumers are not one
homogenous group but can be segmented—using only consumption data—into smaller more
homogenous clusters. The clusters are vastly different from the previously used profiles that are
built on socio-economic clustering.
Unsupervised learning techniques as the K-means family and hierarchical clustering are widely
applied on smart meter data in these papers, either directly for classification or as performance
benchmark for evaluation of more advanced methods as follow-the-leader, hidden Markov models and
mixture models [10]. For hierarchical clustering the selection of link function influences the clustering
performance, several different distance measures are applied.
It is generally concluded that smart meter data is very applicable for cluster analysis, with overall
satisfactory performance for individual methods. K-means and hierarchical clustering are simple and
fast techniques. While there is some discrepancy in the performance, but all methods introduced
can perform satisfactory and meaningful classification of consumption regardless of households or
MW consumers.
Having shown that simple classification algorithms like K-means and Hierarchical clustering
works on different smart meter data sets we find it appropriate to move focus from simple classification
of smart meter consumption data to how these findings provide value in a societal setting. This could
be in tariff development or in consumption flexibility analysis. Keeping focus on the statistical
classification a more thorough investigation of the statistical properties of the data is a much-needed
addition to the standard classification analysis of the data encountered in the analyzed papers.
Deeper investigation of the time series properties such as correlation structure and its impact on
the classification may contribute to even better understanding of consumption in general.
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Appendix A. List of Search Phrases
Table A1. List of search phrases applied.
Search Phrase Non-Unique Hits
Electricity customer classification 123
Electricity customer segmentation 34
Residential electricity classification 59
Residential electricity segmentation 16
Smart meter analysis 767
Smart meter analytics 61
Smart meter big data 65
Smart meter classification 187
Smart meter clustering 125
Smart meter consumption classification 47
Smart meter consumption data 704
Smart meter consumption profiling 112
Smart meter consumption segmentation 22
Smart meter customer classification 25
Smart meter customer segmentation 15
Smart meter data analysis 443
Smart meter data mining 46
Smart meter feature construction 12
Smart meter feature extraction 21
Smart meter learning 117
Smart meter load monitoring 262
Smart meter load profiling 147
Smart meter machine learning 47
Smart meter profiling 280
Smart meter segmentation 27
Smart meter statistical learning 6
Smart meter statistics 52
Smart meter supervised learning 7
Smart meter time series 86
Smart meter unsupervised learning 7
Sum 3922
Appendix B. Quantitative Summary Table
Papers reference number in column “Paper(s)” are linked to Appendix C.
Table A2. Data synthesis summary.
Category Split Paper(s)
Classification
K-means [1–23]
Hierarchical [1–3,10,15,17,19,20,22,24]
Fuzzy K-means [1,15,17,19]
Follow the leader [1,9,19,25,26]
K-medoid [9,14]
Mixture models [10,27,28]
Fast Fourier Transform [15]
Others [15–21,29]
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Table A2. Cont.
Category Split Paper(s)
Forecasting
Regression [8,13,27,30–33]
HMM [16,23]
Other [13,34]
Dimension reduction
Principal Components [16,34]
Self-organizing-Maps [2,9,11,19,21]
Validation
DBI [1,6,9–11,13,15,17,20,26]
CDI [1,10,17,18,22,25,26]
Dunn & Silhouette [11,13,14,20]
Entropy [19,21,22,28]
MIA [6,10,17,25,26]
Other [1–3,10,12–18,20–22,26,27,30]
Size
0–250 [1,4,6,8,10,16,18,19,22,25,26,34]
250–500 [17,24]
500–1000 [5,23,27,30]
1000–2500 [7,11,12,15,20,21]
2500–5000 [2,9,13,14,28,29,31–33]
Other [3]
Region
Europe [1,2,4–6,9,10,13,14,16–20,24–26,28,29,31–33]
North America [3,8,12,23,27,30,34]
Asia [11,15,21,22]
Other [7]
Period
1 day [1,18,19,26]
1 month [7,21,22]
2–6 months [9,30]
7–12 months [17,23]
1 year [2,6,8,10,20,27,28,31,34]
1–2 years [3,5,13–15,29,32]
2+ years [11,24,33]
Missing [4,12,16,25]
Recording frequency
<1 min [10]
1 min [8,15]
10 min [16,23,30]
15 min [1,4,7,17–20,22,24–26]
30 min [9,13,14,28,29,31,32]
60 min [2,3,5,6,11,12,21,33,34]
24 h [27]
Type of customer
Industrial [1,12,17–20,22,25,26]
Residential [3–5,8–11,13–16,23,24,28–32,34]
Mix [2,6,7,21,27,33]
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